Just One of the Groomsmen

Cindi Madsen

Bestselling author Cindi Madsen presents a hilarious take on weddings, friends-to-lovers, being a tomboy—and being a-ok with that.

Addison Murphy has always been the funny friend, the girl voted most likely to start her own sweatshirt line. And she’s quite happy with that, thank you very much. She loves her tight-knit group of guy friends and loves hanging out with them, drinking beer and letting loose. So you’d think when Tucker Crawford, Addison’s closest friend and the one boy she maybe nursed a slight crush on through middle school, returns to town after a year away, he’d pick up a beer and fit right back into the group no problem. Except…one mistaken flashing incident later, and Tucker knows what kind of lingerie Addison wears. And suddenly everything changes.

All Tucker wants is to be with his buddies and enjoy a slower pace of life after a year stressing out at a big-city law firm. But all of a sudden, he can’t stop wondering what else is hiding underneath Addison’s infamous sweatshirts or when she started looking so beautiful. The more he tries to avoid her, the more they keep finding themselves together in less-than-friendly situations. And the more he wants to try something more-than-friendly with her. But nothing is more important to both of them than their circle of friends—even love.

USA Today bestselling author Cindi Madsen sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling in love with her characters. She has way too many shoes but can always find a reason to buy a new pretty pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music, dancing, and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most definitely NOT all year long) with her husband and three children. Current location: Colorado Spring, CO.
Deadlock

Cherrie Lynn

Hackers, mistaken identity, and a race against the clock make NYT bestselling author Cherrie Lynn's latest her most exciting yet.

When Lindsey Morris's free-spirited identical twin, Lena, goes missing, she suspects it's only her sister's usual disappearing act. But she soon realizes Lena is in real danger, and there's only one person her abductors want Lindsey to turn to...

Jace Adams has built a life of secrecy after Lena Morris got him kicked out of MIT for altering her grades. His skills as a hacker and his code of silence caught the attention of the military, and now he's part of an elite team. When Lena's doppelganger shows up at his door asking for his help, boasting her own hacking skills that somehow led her to him, his world turns upside down. Is she telling the truth? Is she really who she says she is?

As Lindsey and Jace try to get closer to the people who have Lena, their shaky trust in each other begins to morph into a fire they can't control. With secrets between them and danger closing in, all they can really do is rely on each other's skills. Will their doubt destroy them before Lena's time runs out?

New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Cherrie Lynn has been a CPS caseworker and a juvenile probation officer, but now that she has come to her senses, she writes contemporary and paranormal romance on the steamy side. It's *much* more fun. She's also an unabashed rock music enthusiast and lives in East Texas with her husband and two kids.

You can visit her at http://www.cherrielynn.com She loves hearing from readers!
The Aussie Next Door

Stefanie London

How to Lose a Guy in Ten Days meets Accidentally on Purpose by Jill Shalvis in this head-over-heels romantic comedy with a hot-as-hell flame to boot.

Angie Donovan has never wanted much. When you grow up getting bounced from foster home to foster home, you learn not to become attached. Someday, she’ll find a place to call home, and when she does, she’ll never, ever let anyone take it from her.

The tiny seaside town of Margaret River, Australia, is that place. And nothing, especially not a little thing like a green card, is going to keep her from staying past her six-month visa. It only took two days to fall in love with Australia. Surely, she can fall in love with an Australian in less than thirty.

Jace Walters has never wanted much. Except solitude. He’s finally living in his own beachfront home and working on his syndicated cartoon strip in privacy. Sure, his American neighbor is distractingly sexy and annoyingly nosy, but she’ll be gone in six months. He can make it that long.

But now she’s determined to date every eligible male in the area. He doesn’t want to, but he’s going to have to help her if he ever hopes to get back to his quiet life again. It’s a sacrifice, but, well, his parents raised him to never leave a lady in distress…

Growing up, Stefanie London came from a family of women who loved to read. After sneaking several literature subjects into her “very practical” Business degree, she got a job in Communications. When writing emails and newsletters didn’t fulfill her creative urges, she turned to fiction and was finally able to write the stories that kept her mind busy at night. Now she lives with her very own hero and dreams of traveling the world. Visit her online at http://stefanie-london.com.
The Rogue King

Abigail Owen

A modern-day Game of Thrones meets JR Ward’s Black Dagger Brotherhood series from paranormal author Abigail Owen.

Kasia Amon is a master at hiding. Who—and what—she is makes her a mark for the entire supernatural world. Especially dragon shifters. To them, she’s treasure to be taken and claimed. A golden ticket to their highest throne. Problem is, she can’t stop bursting into flames, and there’s a sexy dragon shifter in town hunting for her.

As a rogue dragon, Brand Astarot has spent his life in the dark, shunned by his own kind, concealing his true identity. Only his dangerous reputation ensures his survival. Delivering a phoenix to the feared Blood King will bring him one step closer to the revenge he's waited centuries to take. No way is he letting the feisty beauty get away.

But when Kasia sparks a white-hot need in him that’s impossible to ignore, Brand begins to form a new plan: claim her for himself…and take back his birthright.

Abigail Owen grew up consuming books and exploring the world through her writing. No matter the genre, she loves to write feisty heroines, sexy heroes who deserve them, and a cast of lovable characters to surround them (and maybe get their own stories). Ten years since finishing her first book, Abigail has published sixteen novels/novellas under two pen names with more to come. Visit her online at www.abigailowen.com.
Ask Me Anything

Molly E. Lee

*Easy A* meets *The Carrie Diaries* when one well-meaning blogger decides to take a stance against her school's archaic sex education policy.

Amber Henderson should have kept her mouth shut.

Sure, Wilmot Academy’s been living in the Dark Ages when it comes to sex ed, and someone had to take matters into their own hands. So maybe she told Dean, the smartest person in her coding class—and the hottest guy she’s ever seen—that she was starting an innocent fashion blog. And maybe instead, she had him help her create a totally anonymous, totally untraceable blog where teens can come to get real, honest, nothing-is-off-limits sex advice.

The only problem? Amber totally doesn’t know what she’s talking about.

Now not only is the school administration trying to shut her down, they’ve forced Dean to try to uncover who she is. If he discovers her secret, she’ll lose him forever. And thousands of teens who need real advice won’t have anyone to turn to.

Ask me anything…except how to make things right.

Molly E. Lee is the author of the popular Love on the Edge New Adult romance series and *Entangled's* YA Grad Night series. She is a military spouse and the mother of two young children and a stubborn English Bulldog. She lives in the Midwest. Visit her online at www.mollyelee.com.
Untethered

Emily McKay

What if your ultimate “book boyfriend” was real?

Dezi has lived in nine towns in the past six years. She knows her mom feels bad about it, but she doesn’t mind. Who wants friends, anyway?

All she’s ever needed are her books. She’s lived a thousand lives, had adventures she couldn’t even begin to imagine. To Dezi, the places she discovered between the pages of a book are as real as the world she lives in.

When she walks into her favorite bookstore, the last thing she expects is to walk out onto the pages of the kingdom of Mithres…or that the book boyfriend she’s loved more than life, Kane the Traveler, really exists. And he has no clue the fate that awaits him in book five…

Now that she knows the truth, she has a chance to save Kane. But if she changes the story, will she ever find her way home?

Emily McKay is life-long fan of books, pop-culture and anything geeky. She has a black belt in Tae Kwon Do and baking cookies. She lives in central Texas with her husband, kids, two mildly–psychotic dogs, two very nervous cats, and nineteen chickens. When she’s not baking or reading, she writes books full of heart and snark.
Find Me Their Bones

Sara Wolf

Fast-paced, endlessly romantic, and answering fans’ questions while posing exciting new ones, the sequel to Sara Wolf’s Bring Me Their Hearts is a tour de force.

No one can save her.

In order to protect Prince Lucien d’Malvane’s heart, Zera had to betray him. Now, he hates her. Trapped in a tower as a prisoner of the king, she awaits the inevitable moment her witch severs their magical connection and kills her.

Or so she thinks.

With freedom coming from the most unlikely of sources, Zera is given a second chance at life as a Heartless. But it comes with a price. As the king mobilizes his army to march against the witches, Zera must sway the elusive valkerax underneath the city to her cause.

Winning over a thousand bloodthirsty valkerax? Hard. Winning back her friends before war breaks out? A little harder.

But a Heartless winning back Lucien’s heart?

The hardest thing she’s ever done.

PRAISE


“From the start, this book completely stole my heart! Sara Wolf has woven a mesmerizing tale.” —Brenda Drake, New York Times bestselling author

“The battle between good and evil bleeds over the pages of this exquisite fantasy.” —Olivia Wildenstein, USA Today bestselling author of The Lost Clan series

Sara Wolf is a writer, Sox fan, wine girl, and author of the Lovely Vicious series. She lives in San Diego, California, where she burns instead of tans. When she isn't pouring her allotted lifeforce into writing, she's reading, accidentally burning houses down whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat.

http://sarawolfbooks.com/
Bring Me Their Hearts

Sara Wolf

Entangled's 2018 breakout hit now in paperback for a whole new audience.

Zera is a Heartless – the immortal, unageing soldier of a witch. Bound to the witch Nightsinger ever since she saved her from the bandits who murdered her family, Zera longs for freedom from the woods they hide in. With her heart in a jar under Nightsinger’s control, she serves the witch unquestioningly.

Until Nightsinger asks Zera for a Prince’s heart in exchange for her own, with one addendum; if she’s discovered infiltrating the court, Nightsinger will destroy her heart rather than see her tortured by the witch-hating nobles.

Crown Prince Lucien d’Malvane hates the royal court as much as it loves him – every tutor too afraid to correct him and every girl jockeying for a place at his darkly handsome side. No one can challenge him – until the arrival of Lady Zera. She’s inelegant, smart-mouthed, carefree, and out for his blood. The Prince’s honor has him quickly aiming for her throat.

So begins a game of cat and mouse between a girl with nothing to lose and a boy who has it all.

Winner takes the loser’s heart.

Literally.

PRAISE

"Sara Wolf's novel is like a genius combination of TWILIGHT and ELLA ENCHANTED, with a little bit of THE HUNGER GAMES, as well. Zera’s wit and spunky personality make for a likable protagonist you’ll be rooting for to the very end... Perfect for fans of Kiera Cass, Victoria Aveyard, and Sarah J. Maas, BRING ME THEIR HEARTS is the first book in a trilogy, and the cliffhanger ending will leave you begging for the second (and third) installment." - Emily Day, Day's YA

"Zera is an exemplar of confident, capable, relentlessly witty young womanhood. She is assertive, proactive, and, above all, a fun character to follow, yet she's sufficiently well-r..."
T-Minus

S.E. Green

The president’s daughter has only twenty-four hours to save the country in this 24 for teens thriller.

24 hours. That’s all the domestic terrorist cell has given Sophie to stop the assassination of the president of the United States—her mother—and to save the country. But with her father and brother missing, too, she knows this goes deeper than anyone thinks. Only someone on the inside would know how to make the entire First Family disappear.

It’s up to Sophie and the few friends she trusts to uncover the conspiracy and stop the terrorists—because they want something from her, she has no idea what it is, and they’ll kill her brother if she goes to anyone else…

Shannon Greenland, or S. E. Green, is the award-winning author of the teen thriller Killer Instinct, a YALSA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers; the teen spy series, The Specialists, an ALA Popular Paperback and a National Reader's Choice recipient; and the YA romance The Summer My Life Began. Her books have been translated into several languages and are currently on numerous state reading lists. https://shannongreenland.com/
Pax Novis

Erica Cameron

A gritty sci-fi thriller trapped onboard a spaceship with a ticking clock and a forbidden romance, for fans of Illuminae and Carve the Mark.

Cira Antares has disavowed all ties to any planet. Her citizenship and loyalty are tied to only the Pax Novis—a treaty ship from a fleet of cargo transports carrying supplies across war-torn star systems.

For years, Cira has been violating intersystem treaties to sneak war-orphaned children on board. Some she takes somewhere safer. Some stay. Like Riston, who's been hidden on Pax Novis for three years. He's been her main ally in helping pilfer supplies for the others and making sure the ship's tech doesn't pick up their presence.

But Pax-class ships start disappearing, leaving nothing but a radiation signature. It's clear Pax Novis is next when the ship's systems start breaking down. Someone is sabotaging the treaty ships. Cira and her stowaways know the ship's passages and secrets even better than the crew—they've lived in her tunnels for years. They're the ship's best hope. But time is running out and the crew is searching for traitors. If they can't catch the attacker first, treason charges won't be the worst they face. The entire ship, everyone on board, and the stowaways themselves may simply disappear.

ERICA CAMERON is a young adult author of over ten novels. Saying she writes a lot is a grand understatement. Her debut novel, Sing Sweet Nightingale, won the Marlene Award from the Washington Romance Writers. Island of Exiles, a Kirkus starred review recipient, was a Junior Library Guild selection, as was the sequel, Sea of Strangers. Erica lives in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where she spends her days working with teens and nights writing for them.
Sky-Kissed

Pintip Dunn

The companion novel to Star-Crossed is a romantic, fast-paced sci-fi thriller perfect for fans of Illuminae and On the Edge of Gone.

The competition is over and now everyone is struggling with how to move on. Lives were lost, others changed forever, and Princess Vela’s sister, Blanca, isn’t sure what to do next. Especially now that she’s become the most hated girl in the colony.

When an unidentified vessel is spotted in the distance, reviving the people's lost hope of life outside the planet’s energy shields, Blanca sees freedom within her grasp.

Grappling with her handsome, thrill-seeking new co-captain, Jupiter, is hard enough. But if Blanca wants to save her people and reclaim her lost heritage, she must figure out how to inhabit a role that’s eluded her all her life: hero.

PRAISE

“With cleverly written characters, an intriguing world, and heart-wrenching conflicts, Pintip Dunn delights with her exciting science fiction novel.” —Jodi Meadows, New York Times bestselling author, on Star-Crossed

“A bold and original YA sci-fi novel about love, survival, and sacrifice.” —Meg Kassel, author of Black Bird of the Gallows, on Star-Crossed

“The most compelling read all year…This heart-pounding romance of love and sacrifice is impossible to put down.” —Erin Summerill, author of the Clash of Kingdoms series, on Star-Crossed

New York Times bestselling author Pintip Dunn graduated from Harvard University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Her debut novel, FORGET TOMORROW, won the Best First Book category of RWA’s RITA® contest. She is a member of Romance Writers of America, Washington Romance Writers, YARWA, and The Golden Network. She lives with her husband and children in Maryland.

www.pintipdunn.com
Star-Crossed

Pintip Dunn

Literary, fast-paced, and endlessly romantic, the first in the series now available in paperback.

In a world where nutrition can be transferred via a pill, and society is split into Eaters and Non-Eaters, seventeen-year-old princess Vela has a grave dilemma. Her father, the king, is dying, and only a transplant of organs from a healthy Non-Eater boy will save him.

Vela is tasked with choosing a boy fit to die for the king, which is impossible enough. But then Carr, the boy she’s loved all her life, emerges as the best candidate in the Fittest Trials. And he’s determined to win, because by doing so, he can save the life of his Non-Eater sister.

Refusing to accept losing the boy she loves, Vela bends the rules and cheats. But when someone begins to sabotage the Fittest Trials, Vela must reevaluate her own integrity—and learn the true sacrifice of becoming a ruler.

PRAISE

"With a prose as incandescent as a nebula, and a romance that blazes like the sun, Star-Crossed utterly consumed me from the very first page. Readers will savor this riveting, emotional tale of hope and supreme sacrifice." —Darcy Woods, award-winning author of Summer of Supernovas

"Pintip Dunn’s creative worldbuilding brings to life a delicious tale full of depth and complexity with a bold heroine filled with love, loyalty, and courage. Star-Crossed will transport readers to another universe and leave them hungry for more!" —Brenda Drake, NYT bestselling author of the Library Jumpers series

Pintip Dunn is a New York Times bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard University and received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Pintip’s debut novel, FORGET TOMORROW, won the RWA RITA® for Best First Book. THE DARKEST LIE was nominated for a Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award. Her other books include REMEMBER YESTERDAY, the novella BEFORE TOMORROW, SEIZE TODAY, and GIRL ON THE VERGE.
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